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elcome to the 16th annual Vancouver International Tap Festival. Music, Music, Music. You can't help but note our
focus in 2015. Here's why. Each year we watch and also listen carefully. Review our own work – and what
everyone else in the world of tap is doing - to produce the best festival possible. Stretch ourselves, raise the bar
as high as we can reach. This year is no exception. In fact, 2015 is exceptional. We're standing tall on the shoulders of 15 years
of hard work, good ideas and innovation. But, this year, we're also dancing on the very foundation of our art form, showcasing
music as a platform for tap. We invite you to join us in jumping, jivin’ and swingin’ to music, all kinds of music. From making music
with Sarah Reich’s Tap Music Project, and sharing Hollywood's Golden Era of jazz and romance with Derick Grant’s 151 RED
“Swingin' Time,” to the big idea of bringing musicians of equal stature, front and centre, on-stage and in class.
Start the music. The 2015 VITF is proud to present TWO CANADIAN PREMIERES! Sarah’s Tap Music Project features five stars
of North American tap, sharing the stage with five equally talented and experienced musicians, in a magnificent collaboration to
create truly exciting, original music. We're thrilled to share this groundbreaking, stage-shaking, boundary-busting, highly imaginative
and entertaining work. A musical team of 10 to leave a permanent artistic imprint on you and our festival. And don't miss the
experience of the critically acclaimed Derick Grant’s 151 RED “Swingin' Time.” We have all heard so much about this work which
we are now presenting here in Vancouver. Premier musicians? We've got them. Joining our 2015 faculty are five famed LA musicians
who will make previously unheard-of contributions to the rich content of our master class program. It's a leap for a festival to fully
engage seasoned musicians and offer more than a dozen classes which include this level of musical training. This exciting,
unprecedented stream of music will spill out of classes; live music and livelier tap. A major step forward for our festival and the
development of tap talent. Raising awareness, knowledge and enjoyment at an individual and community level.
“More,” is all we heard on Gabriola Island last year. It was music to our ears. So “Gabriola on Tap “is back for an encore. And
yes, you've heard right. Derick Grant and Elizabeth Burke are among the teachers and performers who are taking part in this year's
edition of top-level tap training in Paradise. Tap Dancers, Musicians and You, an unbeatable combination!
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Producer

CRUISE, BUFFET & TAP JAM

151 RED Presents “Swingin' Time”

AUGUST 27, Thursday, 7:00 PM
Queen of Diamonds

August 29, Saturday, 8:00 pm
Norman Rothstein Theatre (950 West 41st Ave.)

Welcome aboard. Join us on a
three-hour tap voyage on the
Queen of Diamonds to explore
Vancouver’s
harbour
and
renowned inlets and shorelines,
with our tap faculty and friends.
This memorable event
includes the city's stunning bridges and mountain views, a buffet
and tap jam. What fun: a sumptuous dinner and ocean cruise
with an exciting and entertaining tap performance, all rolled into
one unforgettable evening!
A few words from your MC - Tré Dumas
I'm really excited to be back at VTDS's Tap Festival after nearly 10
years! And it's an honor to be asked to host the tap jam. Looking
forward to dancing with you all in such a beautiful setting! I hope
you'll come out and join me for some great music, food and drinks
in the company of some of my great friends. See you there.

151 RED presents their new tap dance spectacular, Swingin'
Time. This ‘class act' tap dance trio combines talent, experience,
and vision in a fresh and modern perspective on classic jazz tap.
Relive the Hollywood Era of romance and style as Derick K.
Grant, RONxII,
and Emma Wylie
combine innovative
choreography
with some of the
most familiar and
iconic jazz tunes
of the day. This
show is sure to
delight, inspire
and entertain a
wide range of
audiences.

Tickets: $65.00
Plaza of Nations Marina, 750 Pacific Blvd., Vancouver, BC
Cruise: 7pm-10pm BOARD SHIP: 6:00-6:45pm
Tickets available: Online (VTDS) up to August 1, 2015
www.vantapdance.com (Aug 1/15) and
www.vtixonline.com

Dancers:
Derick Grant, RONxII, Emma Wylie
Tickets:$42 Adult; $35 Senior/Youth
Tickets available: Online (VTDS) up to August 1, 2015
www.vantapdance.com (Aug 1/15) and
www.vtixonline.com

SARAH REICH’S TAP MUSIC PROJECT

Producer’s note: This work will also be presented on Gabriola
Island, August 26, Surf Lodge. See website.

AUGUST 28, Friday, 8:00 PM
Norman Rothstein Theatre (950 West 41st Ave.)
Sarah Reich – a world-renowned performer and choreographer has emerged as one of the new leaders in the art of Tap Dance. Her
Tap Music Project features a completely unique band, consisting of
LA-based tap dancers and musicians. In 2011, she began this unique
creative process with dancers focused on their feet, bodies, steps
and movements as percussive instruments. Next, Sarah collaborated
with musicians to write original music based on the dance form.
This work is a game-changer: music from tap dancers. VITF is
thrilled to present Tap Music Project in our city, to take the audience
on an unbelievable, one-of-a-kind
musical rhythmic journey!
Dancers: Sarah Reich, Melinda
Sullivan, Lee How, Anissa Lee,
Assata Madison
Musicians: Danny Janklow,
Miro Sprague, Jonathan Richards,
Mike Cottone, Aaron McLendon
Tickets: $42 Adult $35
Senior/Youth
Tickets available: Online (VTDS)
up to August 1, 2015
www.vantapdance.com (Aug
1/15) and www.vtixonline.com

ALL EVENT PACKAGE
Available online at
www.vantapdance.com
up to August 1, 2015
and now and after
August 1, 2015 at
www.vtixonline.com

August 22-26, 2015 - Advanced Tap Program
PERFORMANCE-151 RED, Swingin’ Time-August 26, 8:00pm - Surf Lodge
Gabriola On Tap - ‘GOT’ for short. GOT-YA. Again

W

e're offering an even more exciting Gabriola On Tap in 2015. Last year, this pilot program provided a unique opportunity
to fully participate in 50+ hours of the most enriching and inspiring advanced tap program we could create.
Keen participants described their experience as “a game-changer,” “transformative,” “inspiring” and “heart-filling!” We asked
everyone, including our 2014 crew and faculty: “Who should we invite to lead the program next year?” The unanimous response
was loud and clear: “GET DERICK FOR GOT!” OK. GOT it. Mission accomplished.
Collective enthusiasm for GOT is being echoed by Derick Grant and Elizabeth Burke, Gabriola musicians and other special guest
artists in 2015. That's helped shape a program that's jam-packed with imagination and innovation. We are also transitioning from
canned to live music with Derick's 151 RED. YOU too will be transformed, live. And what a backdrop: welcoming, tap-loving,
breath-takingly beautiful Gabriola Island.
Much has been said and written about Derick Grant, but I would like to add a little more: what I know personally. During more
then two decades of producing and presenting our art form, I've acquired the ability to 'spot' artistically authentic passion, talent
and vision. Derick fully embodies all three. His contribution to the tap community is immense. His leadership skills are intrinsic. And
his innate methodology is tried and true. As well, just try to take your eyes off him when he's actually performing.
Also front and centre in GOT 2015's impressive faculty is one of tap's rising stars: Elizabeth Burke. From her study with the
masterful Gene Medler, and sharing the stage with Dorrance Dance (including the rehearsal process as Dance Captain) she is
poised to be part of a perfect pairing that truly will create magic.
We’re taking this wonderful total tap experience over the top by staging it in an oceanfront dance studio, with sea-view
accommodations in the newly renovated Surf Lodge. Tap dance with otters, deer, eagles, seals, sea lions, nearby, in a location and
community that will immediately feel like home. Don't forget your Surf Lodge 'Den Mothers': Barbara Vargas and Jessie Sawyers.
They will undoubtedly be front and centre, with their shoes, ukulele and tales of tap at the ready. Throw in Dianne Walker and Terry
Brock, hangin’ with us on Gabe. It' s bound to be an unbeatable Tap Surfin' Love- In!
Twenty-two students will be accepted through an audition process. At GOT 2015 they will explore a range of choreographic
approaches, develop insight into musical styles and hone technique and musicality. The ambitious program includes in-depth analysis of
legendary works and collaboration with musicians. And the choreographic maestro himself, Derick, will be setting the pace.
Students will be given one-on-one encouragement to develop their own individual artistry and voices. Relaxed evening sessions,
wood-shedding (Jessie Sawyers), seaside chats, and sharing up-close-and personal experiences with Derick, Elizabeth and others.
These encounters will provide once-in-a-lifetime tips and insights on tap today, first-hand, real life experience, advice, and the rich
history of the art form.
As well, add a performance at the Surf Lodge 151 RED-“Swingin’ Time” and a performance from GOT participants.
All in all, an unbeatable combination – our invitation, and your opportunity to “Fill your tap shoes!”

REGISTRATION: see GOT insert.
Fee: $800 (incl taxes) includes
accommodations (Aug.21-26-6 nights), three,
nutritious, daily meals, tuition and a welcome
reception on the deck August 21, at 6:00pm
Accommodation: Shared accommodations
at the Surf Lodge have been reserved for this
program. No additional rooms are available
to the public.

TASHA LAWSON, Calgary
Founder and Artistic Director of Tri-Tone Productions,
Tasha has produced two full concerts, and created the
non-profit Tri-Tone Rhythm Society and Calgary's annual
Rhythm Body and Soul Festival. She was a principal
dancer for six seasons with Austin's Tapestry Dance
Company and Artistic Director of the affiliated youth
company, Visions in Rhythm. Tasha delivers international
residencies for universities, youth ensembles, and
professional training, including Jacob's Pillow, and has toured
as Assistant Artistic Director for Cirque Du Soleil’s, KOOZA.

MELINDA SULLIVAN, Los Angeles
Best known for, So You Think You Can Dance, Melinda's
diverse career credits include: Disney's High School Musical,
the 25th Anniversary Tour of Cats, TV's Glee, and As the
World Turns, as well as performances at Jacob's Pillow, New
York City Center's Fall For Dance Festival and London's
Sadler's Wells. Sullivan has earned the coveted Los Angeles
Music Center Spotlight Award, the Capezio Award for
Choreographic Excellence, and was named among the "25
to Watch" by Dance Magazine.

ASSATA MADISON, Los Angeles
A UCLA grad, and member of Melinda Sullivan Dance
Project, her recent credits include: Pageot and Di Lauro’s
This is Neo-Ragtime Jamboree and Tap Music Project.
She's an understudy for Chloe Arnold's Syncopated
Ladies, with Dancing With the All-Stars and teaches
throughout LA, including Everybody Dance and Lula
Washington Dance Theatre.

ELIZABETH BURKE, New York
Originally from Chapel Hill, North Carolina, Elizabeth
spent 11 years under the tutelage of mentor, Gene
Medler. She has worked with award-winning Dorrance
Dance since it's inception and serves as dance captain.
Burke dances with Bessie Award-winners, Nicholas Young
and Caleb Teicher. She has completed a run of the
STReeT/FeaT in Paris and performed in The Blues Project
at The Joyce Theater and Jacob’s Pillow.

BARBARA VARGAS and JENNA WERHUN
Vargas and Werhun study music
– with tap as their primary
instrument - at the postsecondary level. Opportunities
to study among musicians and
their shared passion for
education, inspired the
development of methods to
Barbara Vargas
Jenna Werhun
bring music into classrooms.
Van/Edmonton
Edmonton
They will instruct a two-day
course on music theory and tap for all ages, as well as methods to utilize
musicians in education.

MUSICIANS
MIRO SPRAGUE, Los Angeles
A jazz pianist, composer, and recent graduate of the
Thelonious Monk Institute of Jazz Performance, where
he studied with Wayne Shorter, Herbie Hancock, Ron
Carter, and other great musicians, Miro has toured
internationally and leads his own trio and quintet and
recently released “Blue Dreaming,” his fourth studio
recording.

JONATHAN RICHARDS, Los Angeles
A bassist, composer, and teacher, Jonathan performs
a wide range of musical genres, working with many
of LA's finest musicians, including: Joe Labarbera,
Terell Stafford, Grace Kelley, Jeff Clayton, Peter
Erskine, Eric Reed, Van Hunt, and the Sarah Reich
Tap Music Project.

DANNY JANKLOW, Los Angeles
Quickly gaining international recognition for soulful,
innovative alto saxophone, in 2012, he placed first at
the Detroit Jazz Festival Saxophone Competition and
also earned a two-year residency at the Stanford Jazz
Camp where he discovered his passion for teaching
students of all ages.

MIKE COTTONE, Los Angeles
A Juilliard and Eastman School graduate, Mike has
performed and recorded with Al Jarreau, Robin Thicke,
Neil Diamond, Ruben Blades, Paul Anka, and Lincoln
Center Jazz Orchestra, and toured with the prestigious
Thelonious Monk Institute of Jazz led by Herbie Hancock
and Wayne Shorter. A first-call jazz trumpet soloist in
the LA area, he shares the stage with Tap Dance Project,
Blood, Sweat and Tears, and YouTube, with the viral
Postmodern Jukebox.

AARON McLENDON, Los Angeles
With ongoing diverse influences, Aaron earned an MFA,
studying jazz drum set, West African and Afro-Cuban
percussion, European and North Indian classical music,
modern studio production, and piano. His performance
credits include: Kurt Elling, George Clinton, Sean
Kingston, Charlie Haden, Red Baraat, Terrence Howard,
Christian Scott, and Billy Childs.

YOUTH CLASSES ARE GEARED
TO THE INTERMEDIATE LEVEL
Dianne Walker
Adult Intermediate; 3-day continuous: Jessie Sawyers
assisting, with musical accompaniment.
For years Dianne has taught many of Leon Collins routines at our
festival. VTDS has provided the opportunity to video these routines
through a professional development opportunity. The natural
progression is to take the work beyond “ teaching the routines”, and
into a rich musical/percussive journey. With musicians, we will focus
on the musical ideas and arrangements with an emphasis on
staging, and presentation. (Knowledge of Leon’s routines is
helpful but not absolutely necessary)
Youth: Dianne is well-known for saying: ”If it’s not right... It’s
wrong!” Say it again,”If it’s not right...it’s wrong.” Discover the
true meaning of this phrase and tap phrasing.

Derick Grant
Adult Advanced, 3-day residency, 6 hours; Choreography,
Choreography, Choreography: from the maestro of moves.
Adv Beginner: A Focus on The Little Things: the
importance of fundamentals and how they’re the foundation for
all the complexity that follows. From something like “Slides,” and
the exploration of moving sound, to utilizing the discovery and
advantages of slides and moving through space.
All Levels/All Ages, Derick Grant and Terry Brock;
Talking History and Style: History from two masters
- from two different career trajectories – committed to excellence,
diversity, and ensuring the art form remains relevant. Envisioning
the future of tap requires an understanding of the evolution of its
styles. Explore this journey with two ‘Tapologists,’ who’ve danced
generations of style and will enthusiastically share their unique takes
on the stylistic range of tap.
Youth; if you can, for a moment, Just Imagine the
possibilities.

Annisa Lee
Youth; Drills: work on your Pull-backs, Wings, Slides, Over the
Tops and other “hard” steps through nerve-wracking, but exciting
exercises.
Adult Advanced Brazil! Learn more about Brazilian rhythms.
Bring your energy, leave the stress behind and let’s have some
irresistibly universal FUN.

Terry Brock
Adult Inter; Eleanor Powell’s LEGENDARY soft shoe:
In Part One of three presentations of the Soft Shoe, learn this

authentic soft shoe, step for step, as Eleanor performed it with
Fred Astaire in “Broadway Melody” (1940) Essential tap history.
Youth; Say Whaaa? What are ya sayin’ with your feet?
Figure out tap meaning.
Youth Audition class: see below (Adult)
Adult Intermediate Audition: “5,6,7,8.” Put your best foot
forward, and bare it all. Go for it, take the shot. Show them
your stuff, and get the gig. Auditions can be brutal unless you
learn how to get the pay-off for your sweat. Terry and Melinda
will give you the inside scoop, and show you how.
AN AWARD WILL BE GIVEN TO THE DANCER WHO GETS
THE CALL in the adult and youth class!

Melinda Sullivan
Adult Intermediate: Another of the three takes on the Soft
Shoe, we’ve programmed. Melinda shares her sensibility and
the charm of the historical dance.
Youth/Adult Auditioning: Terry and Melinda (see
description under Terry Brock).
Youth Musical Theatre: 3 Day, continuous: This incredibly
jam-packed, fast-paced class is a shot at Broadway through the
amazing lens of Melinda, who has insight from the inside on
what works on stage and what doesn’t.

Tré Dumas
Adult Adv. Beginner: Tré’s AAB class comprises warm up
drills, concepts and combinations to help take your dancing to
the next level. This class will be for musically “grown folks.”
Great tunes from Miles Davis, Frank Sinatra and Oscar
Peterson. Don’t miss this one!
Adult Intermediate- two day continuous: Take Tré’s
AA2DC class if you’re ready to sweat. Warm up drills that
emphasize dexterity, musicality and clarity. Musically, all over
the map: Hip Hop, Jazz, Classical, R&B, and more.
Adult Intermediate: The only expectation you should have
is to have FUN. Tré learned from greats like Lady Di’ and Ted
Levy. And like them, he enjoys talking about his approach to
choreography, select steps and personal experiences.

Jessie Sawyers
Adult Adv. Beginner: Tap and Tiny Instruments, two day,
continuous
You read it right: Tap and Tiny Instruments (Thanks Barbara
Vargas for the inspired idea)
Participants will learn about and create a musical arrangement
involving tap dance and tiny instruments, They’ll get to play it
ALL through this quirky approach to understanding song form
and structure. This class should be as fun(ny) as it sounds in
the title.

Danny Nielsen
Adult Advanced; Swingin’ Hard: Starts off with various
exercises to improve stamina, clarity and timing, followed by a
challenging combination.
Adult Intermediate; Refining the Basics: focus on
understanding our basic tools and using them to further explore
our craft.
Youth; Speed and Clarity: various drills and exercises to
help build speed, stamina and clarity in your dancing.

Tasha Lawson
Adult Intermediate; Playing with Chance: The famed
Coles and Atkins’ Soft Shoe, “Taking A Chance on Love”
transposed into body percussion.
Adult; TEACHERS, Teaching methodologies: how to
reach everyone in the room, to create and grow an ensemble
and a well-rounded program (new and traditional). Inspiring
and developing the “thinking artist.” The basis and philosophy
of teaching.
Youth; Consider the Source: Rudiments, drills, grooves and
accents culminating into a musical arrangement inspired by
Ramsey Lewis’ album Consider the Source.

Elizabeth Burke
Adult Adv.Beginner; Moving in and out of feels: learn
material that hones the skills of going from eighth notes, to
triplets, to all kinds of other musical lands and feels, with ease.
Adult Intermediate; Classical hop scotch: learn some of
Elizabeth’s material to a Vivaldi concerto in which the bar
structure is constantly changing. Wahoo!
Adult Advanced; It’s always Drake season; learn a
combination to one of Elizabeth’s favourite “mix-tape Drake”
tracks: #throwbackdrizzy y’all.

Assata Madison
Adult-Advanced Beginner; Left side, Trouble side:
Everything learned on the right will be done on the left, leading
dancers to understand the groove and phrasing of routines.
Adult-Advanced Beginner; Groovin’: Understand
‘groove’ and its elements. Explore how to establish and maintain
a groove, through exercises and a routine.
Adult Advanced Beginner: Swingin Acapella to the Count,
and Count Basie.

Lee Howard
Adult Advanced; Harder. Better. Faster. Stronger: An
athletically challenging class geared to improving strength,
endurance, and control. Prepare to sweat.
Adult Adv. Beginner; Motown: VTDS is loving Motown this
year. So is Lee. Tap into this beloved, iconic music.

Youth; Perfect Timing, two day, continuous: Reunite
with our best friend in dance and music, the “1”. Through
different exercises and techniques we will gain a better
understanding of time and how to use it.

Sarah Reich
Adult Advanced; Tap Music Project 101, (Sarah + 5
Musicians, Residency), Six hours:
Learn how to compose music in collaboration with
instrumentalists, explore simple rhythmic ideas and put melodies
to them. Play music with your body and feet and explore
musicality to new and greater depths.
Adult Advanced; Cardio Push: Get ready to reach further
and be pushed to sweat while learning the hottest moves.
Adult Adv. Beginner; Tap Foundations: Tap technique essentials
that will open the door to the steps that are in your wildest hopes
and dreams.
Youth; Groovin,’ two 2 day, continuous: How to make
and play music – not only with your taps – but with your body,
as well. Embodying the groove.

Barbara Vargas & Jenna Werhun
Adult; TEACHERS: includes basic music theory – snare drum
sheets and rudiments, simple and compound meter, and working
through a 32-bar standard and the blues. Also games, how to
play what you hear, speak their language, with helpful websites
and apps. The inside scoop on studying and teaching tap
through music

RonxII
Adult-Intermediate: the king of swing from Japan-Swing,
Swing, Swing
Adult Advance Beginner: keep it slow, keep it soft, it’s a
beautiful thing

Musicians
Adult Advanced; Composing from the Sole, two day,
continuous:
Gain invaluable insight into how to write music in collaboration
with instrumentalists. Discover your inner melodies through an
exciting workshop with Tap Music Project.
Adult Intermediate; Introduction to Melodic Rhythm:
How to engage a melodic conversation with a live band. Learn
the basics of composing with your feet.

DIANNE WALKER, Boston
Tap resurgence pioneer, Dianne 'Lady Di' Walker's
distinguished 30-year career spans Broadway, TV, film
and festivals. Dance captain in the iconic Black and Blue
in Paris, and Broadway, she appeared in the movie TAP,
and is the only female in the famed Hoofers Line. Walker
trained with tap legends, such as Leon Collins, and was
a director of his school. Dianne earned a Master's (Ed.);
has taught at Harvard, UCLA, and other universities, and
is celebrated in many awards and tributes.

TERRY BROCK, Portland
Her background includes multiple choreographic works,
an international performing career and teaching
internationally. Terry has shared the stage with the likes
of Gregory Hines, The Nicholas Brothers and Ben Vereen.
She's created repertory and appeared with major
symphonies. A long-term member of Jazz Tap Ensemble,
she collaborated with Mercer Ellington in a tribute to his
father, Duke. Conservator of Eleanor Powell's choreography
–right down to her tap shoes and travel trunk.

DANNY NIELSEN, Vancouver
One of Canada's rising talents, Danny began his rhythm
tap career as a founding member of MADD Rhythms,
Canada, and was hired by highly regarded Decidedly Jazz
Danceworks. In 2010, Neilsen was VTDS Artist in Residence
and TapCo Artistic Director. Danny has emerged as a
performer and teacher in Europe and the Americas,
including Acia Gray's Tapestry Dance Company. He received
the Santa Aloi Award (2012) and created Love.Be.Best.Free,
which premiered at the 2014 VITF.

JESSIE SAWYERS, Seattle
Jessie Sawyers began at age 11 and has appeared with
late tap greats, including: Cholly Atkins, Gregory Hines,
Fayard Nicholas and Jimmy Slyde and worked with
Savion Glover and Dianne Walker. On faculty at the LA
Tap Festival as well as VITF, she manages her graphic
and web design studio and heads The VIMM Project.
Recently, Jessie was based in Austin, as a principal
dancer for Tapestry Dance Company's 25th Anniversary
and taught in Japan and Australia.

TRÉ DUMAS III, Chicago
A dancer, choreographer and actor, TRÉ was featured in
international tours of "Riverdance.” He co-created
M.A.D.D Rhythms, and Academy, has appeared in Derick
Grant's "Imagine Tap," and in the critically acclaimed
film "The Rise and Fall of Miss Thang." He has worked
with Jason Samuels Smith's ACGI and created Chicago
ensemble, Jus'LisTeN.

DERICK K. GRANT, New York
Derick's stellar accomplishments in dance,
choreography and direction span more than three
decades. Dance Captain for Bring In ‘Da Noise, Bring In
‘Da Funk, on Broadway, he starred as ‘da beat', in its
first national tour. Grant created the acclaimed Imagine
Tap!, was Co-Artistic Director of Chicago Human Rhythm
Project's Rhythm World Summer Festival, and
performed and recorded with Grammy winner Dan
Zane. His choreography was featured on So You Think
You Can Dance and as spokesperson for So Danca, he's
devoted to tap's future, of which his 151 RED is part.

RONxII (Ron Ron), Japan
One of Japan's most in-demand dancers, for 20+ years
RONxII has worked as a choreographer, actor, director,
producer and teacher. In 2003, he appeared in the film
Zatoichi, and has produced and directed Tap & Dance
Tokyo Collection. Recently, he co-produced and
performed in Revo Trap and HALE to KE and also
performed with Orquesta Libre, since 2012, including
Plays Duke Ellington Europe Tour.

LEE HOW, Chicago
Known best by his stage name and for his unique
versatility, Lee Howard is also recognized as one of
the best artists of his generation. This multi-talented
dancer, MC, songwriter, music producer, and actor,
performs with Tap Music Project, opened for Snoop
Dogg & Aloe Blacc, and appeared at UCLA's
JazzReggae Festival and Las Vegas' Electro-Swing
Club. His overseas tours include: the American
Spiritual Ensemble, Barcelona Jazz Orchestra, and
Tap Reloaded; and he has performed at Jacob’s
Pillow, New York City Center, Joyce Theater, and
White Bird Dance.

SARAH REICH, Los Angeles
After emerging as one of the new leaders in the art of
tap, Sarah is highly sought after to perform,
choreograph, and teach, internationally. Recently
starring on So You Think You Can Dance, Reich is
currently developing new works with her company, Tap
Music Project and Sole Sisters – a collaboration with
Melinda Sullivan. Her choreography and performances
include a weekly class/tap jam, Monday Night Tap
Experience, and she frequently appears with the LA's
most popular bands.

